now on 2 networks!
New! BLUE Network:
$10 $20 $30 $40 $50 $60
1GB 3GB 7GB 16GB UNL
UTT

UTT

UTT

UTT

UNL

(35GB)

(35GB)

UTT

UTT

5G / 4G on all plans
$50 plan includes 10 GB
Hotspot capability
$60 plan includes 20 GB
Hotspot capability
15 day text freebie on all plans
International:
Unlimited calling to Mexico
and Canada

PINK Network:
$10 $10 $15 $20 $25 $30
UTT

1GB 1GB 2GB 3GB 5GB
300
mins

UTT

UTT

UTT

UTT

5G / 4G on all data plans
Mobile hotspot capability and
Wi-Fi calling on all plans
15 day text freebie on all plans

$25 $30 $40 $50 $60

$15 $19 $24 $29 $39 $49 $59

$20 $30 $40 $50 $60 $70

$19 $23 $29 $33 $39 $50 $59

3GB 5GB 15GB UNL UNL

250MB

2GB 3GB 6GB 15GB UNL UNL

2GB 6GB 15GB UNL UNL UNL

2GB 3GB 6GB 12GB 15GB 40GB UNL

UTT

UTT

UTT

UTT

(40 GB) (40 GB)

UTT

UTT

5G / 4G on all data plans
$50 plan includes 5 GB
Hotspot capability
$60 plan includes 15 GB
Hotspot capability & 50 GB
cloud storage
Runs on 1 network only
International:
Unlimited global text
Unlimited calling to 69+
countries (30+ less than Gen
Mobile)
$10 credit on all plans, $20
credit on the $60 plan
Does not include
Afghanistan, Algeria,
Guatemala and others

UTT

UTT

UTT

UTT

(40GB) (60GB)

UTT

UTT

5G / 4G on all data plans
$49 plan includes 10 GB
Hotspot capability
$59 plan includes 20 GB
Hotspot capability
Runs on 1 network only
International:
Unlimited global text
Unlimited calling to 80+
countries (20+ less than Gen
Mobile)
Does not include
Afghanistan, Guatemala,
Puerto Rico and others

UTT

UTT

UTT

(50GB) (60GB) (60GB)

UTT

UTT

UTT

5G / 4G on all data plans
$60 plan includes 15 GB
Hotspot capability
$70 plan includes 30 GB
Hotspot capability
Runs on 1 network only
International:
Unlimited global text
Unlimited calling and texting
to 70 countries (30+ less than
Gen Mobile)
Does not include
Afghanistan, Algeria,
Guatemala and others

UTT

UTT

UTT

UTT

UTT

UTT

(60GB)

UTT

5G / 4G on all plans
$49 plan includes 10 GB
Hotspot capability
$59 plan includes 20 GB
Hotspot capability
Runs on 1 network only
International:
Unlimited global text
Unlimited calling and
texting to 75+ countries (25+
less than Gen Mobile)
$1.50 international talk on
$23 plan, $2.50 on the $29
plan, and $10 on the $39
plan
Does not include
Afghanistan, Guatemala,
Puerto Rico and others

International:
Unlimited global text
Unlimited global talk to 100+
countries with plans $15 and
up at no extra charge
$2 monthly credit

For more info, visit genmobile.com or call (833) 528-1380. Gen Mobile reserves the right to modify, amend, or cancel this service at any time. Gen Mobile offers nationwide 5G services on the nation's largest 5G network using the Gen Mobile
SIM with a Pink Gen logo on it and on the nation's most reliable 5G network using the Gen Mobile SIM with a Blue Gen logo on it. Unlimited does not mean unreasonable/commercial use. To get 5G or 4G LTE speed, you must have a compatible
device and SIM. Services do not include domestic or international roaming. International calling and texting do not include off network/special locations. Unlimited 100+ countries is for unlimited calls to the first 10 unique int’l numbers called in
a month. See full terms at genmobile.com/terms. LTE is a trademark of ETSI. For the Blue Network on plans of $40 or less, speeds are reduced to 128 kbps and mobile hotspot/tethering capability is not included; for $50 or $60 plans, 35GB of
5G/4G LTE is provided with data speed at up to 3G thereafter and mobile hotspot/tethering data usage for these plans draws from plan allotment of 5G/4G LTE data. © 2022 DISH Wireless L.L.C. All rights reserved. Print Date: 042022

